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Traders get their first look inside 

Chester’s new Market
Market traders have been able to get a glimpse of their future with a 

visit to the new market hall as further traders are announced. 

With work well underway inside the market, traders were able to see 

where their stalls will be located and get a sense of how the new 

36,000 sq. ft. space will feel. Two further experienced current traders 

have also confirmed their intention to make the move to the new 

market: Crustum and Stephen Cartridge Fishmonger.

Crustum has been trading in Chester market since 2018, owner 

Wiktoria Glazer said: We are looking forward to improving and 

growing further in the new market with excitement and passion, our 

core service is modern and casual dining which includes breakfast, 

brunch and lunch, where we offer fresh, simple and authentic dishes 

using local produce and are now proud to be 100% vegetarian.”

Steven Cartridge has been the fishmonger in the current market for 

over 20 years, providing fresh fish and seafood for customers and 

local restaurants. Stephen said: “As I live a few miles from Fleetwood 

I can assure my customers that all my fish and seafood will continue 

to be ‘same-day docks to counter fresh’, and far fresher and 

nutritious than anything supermarkets can offer. When the new 

market opens you can rely on me to offer a fantastic range of fish and 

seafood at great value.”

Crustum
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Reminder – final Clockwise lifting
From 6 March traffic will revert back to two-way between Love 

Street and Pepper Street and all Clockwise diversions will be lifted 

around the inner ring-road. Please take extra care to adjust to the 

change in traffic flows. See map.

Latest Video
See our latest construction 

progress video showing the 

exterior cladding and the first ‘living 

wall’ panels added to the car park.

Stephen Cartridge

http://www.clockwisechester.com/
https://youtu.be/exnFhbahwPM

